
St Oswald’s Guide to Cultural 
Diversity

We spent a day looking at diversity around the world; each class studied 
a different continent and a word linked to demonstrating cultural 

diversity.

This guide shows what we learned about each word.



Contents:
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Patience
Waiting for someone or something.

Waiting in a queue for school.

Taking turns with your friends.

Help little ones and be kind and thoughtful.



Respect
We look after each other.                    We help each other.                           We help the sick.

We care for each other.                         We help the homeless.                     We help the poor.

We love each other.                               We play with each other.                   We give love.

We don’t care if people look or sound different or if they like other things to us. 



UNDERSTANDIN

G

We Listen

Tolerance

We Empathise

Different Unique

We share

We are fair

We Stand Together

We Help



Equality

fair

equal

we vote

We wear the same uniform at school to show we’re 
equal.

We have laws such as The Equality Act.

one and the same

equivalent 

Civil 
rights

It doesn’t matter where we come from or how much money we have. We are all equal.

We can support causes and organisations 
that campaign for equality.



Inclusion
Noun: The action or state of including or of being included 
within a group

Refugees 
joining 

new 
countries

Including 
people in new 

roles and 
responsibilities

Celebratin
g 

different 
religions 

and 
events

Include 
people who 
are different 

to us



Acceptance - definition

to accept everyone no matter what their gender is or what they look like, 

or their life choices.

How to be accepting to others:

• Do not judge someone on how they look

• Include everyone – don’t be judgemental

•

• Respect peoples skin colour - remember we are all equal people

Respect others religion and how they live

• Respect their clothing and other traditions

To accept is to allow beautiful friendships and it is everyone’s 

right to be accepted …we are all equal in our glorious world.



Justice

 Justice is the morally fair and right state of everything. To have 

justice as a person's character trait means that they are just and 

treat everyone the same, or how they would like to be treated.

 Justice includes the notion of upholding the law, as in the work of 

police, judges and the court. Many great thinkers define justice as 

the proper ordering of people and things.

 In school we make sure that every child is treated with the same 

fairness and given the same opportunities. 

 We think the being ‘just’ is the best way to make sure everyone is 

viewed equally. 


